
Reducing Needle Poke Pain and Anxiety Youth and Teens  
Needle poke pain and anxiety is very common. 1 in 4 adults have a fear of need pokes. It is important to acknowledge 

the individual’s expressed feelings to help apply effective strategies to reduce pain and anxiety  
Here are 4 simple steps you can do help reduce needle poke pain and anxiety 

1) Pain reduction (pre appointment)  
Topical anesthetics (i.e. numbing cream) can be used to suppress pain in the needle poke area. 
Numbing cream must be applied at prior to the needle poke and should be covered with a transparent bandage or 
plastic wrap to ensure it stays in place.  
 
Patients and families can buy and apply prior to their vaccine appointment. Click here for instructions for patients 
and families on how to apply topical anesthetics  
 There are a few common types of topical anesthetics that can be found at your local pharmacy:   

Topical Anesthetic  Brand Name  Minimum time to take effect  
Lidocaine  MaxileneTM 4%  

ZensaTM 5% 
30 minutes  

Tetracaine  AmetopTM  45 minutes  
Lidocaine with prilocaine  EMLATM  60 minutes  
All topical anesthetics should be removed from the skin 2 hours after they have been 
applied  

 

2)  Offer Choices   
Providing realistic choices helps the youth/teen to feel more in control in the situation. Make sure to provide choices 
that are realistic and attainable. Examples include:  

• Do you want the needle in your left or right arm?  
• Do you want me to count before?  
• Do you prefer to watch the needle or look away?  
• Would you like your caregiver here?  

3) Distraction  
Effective distraction techniques can shift the patient’s focus away from the needle poke. The key is to pick an activity 
that requires their focused attention before and during the procedure. The more they focus away from the needle the 
less it hurts!  
Examples of distraction include:  

o Playing a video game  
o Reading a book   
o Counting the number of panels on the ceiling  
o Having a focused conversation with a friend during the needle poke  
o Pain Ease Freezing spray  

4) Relaxation/Positioning  
The more relaxed your body is the less the needle will hurt. Here are some ways to help relax during the needle 
poke:  
o Deep breathing: inhale slowly through your nose while counting to 4. Exhale through your mouth while 

counting to 4. Repeat as needed  
o Listening to relaxing music or an mindfulness/relaxation app  

 

https://assets.aboutkidshealth.ca/AKHAssets/CP_NumbCream_ParentHandout.pdf
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